Voyage Pro™ is a web-based, comprehensive shore base management tool designed with complete transparency of operational data including marine and aviation voyage planning, activities, project tracking, transportation tracking, charter management, asset scheduling, and shore base cost tracking.

Collectively, all users have access to global contact lists, vessel databases, and calendar functions to remain informed from the users to the customers. These functions aid in scheduling and are designed to maximize efforts.

Instant messaging, journal entries, and relief notes are centrally located in the system and proven to increase communication between system users. Comprehensive reporting is also available.

Leading the Industry in Marine & Logistics Management Technology
Voyage Scheduling
- Plan voyages for vessels and helicopters
- Activities flow from SAMM enabled vessels
- Visual aid to compare planned voyage vs. activity
- Attach manifest to the legs of planned voyage
- Manual activity entry

Charter Management
- On/off charters
- Day rate histories
- Documentation uploads
- Manual movement tracking
- Invoice validation
- Coast Guard schedules

Vessel Comparisons
- Fuel/lube/tank capacities
- Length
- Types

Project Tracking
- Start/stop dates
- Tracks responsible parties
- History of change

Location Management
- Multiple management levels
- Utilization allocation/project-based
- Chartered asset management
  - Activity tracking
  - Current activity
  - Next scheduled activity

Contact Management
- Organized for company-wide contact info
- Available for all to view

Instant Messaging
- Send messages between users
- Read/receipt validation

Location Notes/Journal
- Log of incidents
- Daily account of activities at shore base

Relief Notes
- Shift changing log
- Written communication between users

Reports
- Man-hour reporting
- By project, open or closed
- Vessels on charter
- Commodities
- Custom reports available

Location Cost Tracking
- By projects or cost centers
- Attach multiple invoices

Asset Scheduling
- Schedule location assets
- Track equipment and crew use
- Track resources used for a project

Utilization
- Daily snapshots of fleet by shore base
- Charter histories
- Daily unit project costs

Benefits
- Web-based app available 24/7
- Centralized data center
- Admin, management, and user roles
- Customizable views per user
- Near real-time data
- Assist with emergency response

The Advanced Logistics “LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SUITE” is designed to allow all our software applications to interact with each other or independently. The Logistics Management Suite showcases near real-time information based upon user preferences. The Suite allows for centralized AFE management, project reporting, scheduling and improved asset management through a collaborative web-based work environment.

Additional Web-based Applications and Services

SAMM™ - web-enabled and interactive electronic vessel management system
Preventer™ - automated, company-specific preventive maintenance procedures and inspections
SAMMPremier™ - a web interface that facilitates communication from SAMM to an oil company or vessel customer to access accounting and logistics data
VoyagePro™ - centralizes shore base data including vessel and helicopter voyage planning, activities, allocations, operations and costs
ezTRAC.manifesting™ - materials manifesting and item tracking
ezTRAC.gps™ - monitors and tracks equipment using a GPS transmitter
LTM™ (Land Transportation Management) - facilitates scheduling, dispatching, invoice auditing and validation for transportation of materials and equipment
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